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ever that might be, and he was almost afraid to enquire
—of the time of Oliver Cromwell. There were still four
generations to be unravelled, and he was losing money and
thehopeof getting any thing for it. This it was which caused
him to gaze askance at the retired building while passing it
on his way to the Board on the Tuesday after the lunch at
Fleur's. Two more wakeful early mornings had screwed him
to the pitch of bringing his doubts to a head and knowing
where he stood in the matter of the P.P.R.S. ; and this
sudden reminder that he was spending money here, there and
everywhere, when there was a possibility, however remote,
of financial liability somewhere else, sharpened the edge of a
nerve already stropped by misgivings. Neglecting the lift
and walking slowly up the two flights of stairs, lie ' went
over' his fellow-directors for the fifteenth time. Old
Lord Fontenoy was there for his name, of course ; seldom
attended, and was what they called ' a dud 7- h'm ! —
nowadays; the chairman, Sir Luke Sharman, seemed
always to be occupied in not being taken for a Jew. Mis
nose was straight, but his eyelids gave cause for doubt. Mis
surname was impeccable, but his Christian dubious ; his
voice was reassuringly roughened, but his clothes had a
suspicious tendency towards gloss. Altogether a man who,
though shrewd, could not be trusted--Soames felt—to be
giving his whole mind to other business. As for 'Old Mont *
—what was the good of a ninth baronet on a Board ? (iuy
Meyricke, King's Counsel, last of the three who had been
* together,3 was a good man in court, no doubt, but with no
time for business and no real sense of it! Remained that
converted Quaker, old Cuthbert Mothergill—whose family
name had been a by-word for successful integrity throughout
the last century, so that people still put Mothergills on to
boards almost mechanically—rather deaf, nice clean old
chap, and quite bland, but nothing more. A perfectly

